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Achievement of continuous light-steering in an array of gradient Au/Bi2Se3/Au strips 

by modulating the dielectric function of Bi2Se3  
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Light-steering devices have been extensively investigated for a large host of applications in defense, communications, data 

storage and display technologies. However, the challenge is to continuously steer the light over a wide angular range in 

the optical region, using actively tunable structure with a small footprint. Here, we numerically demonstrate a gradient 

phase-array-like Au/Bi2Se3 /Au trilayers plasmonic resonators for actively steering the beam in the near-infrared (N-IR) 

region. The proposed device provides a continuously large beam-steering of 18° for the reflected light and 9° for the 

transmitted light around the resonant wavelength of 1500 nm by changing the state of Bi2Se3 from amorphous to 

crystalline. The essence of this phenomenon lies in the variation of refractive index of Bi2Se3 induced by the phase 

transition, which is achieved through the chemical reactions between the Bi2Se3 film and AgNO3 solution. The continuous 

beam-steering is enabled by gradually increasing the immersion time (tim) of the Bi2Se3 into AgNO3 solution. This study 

exploits a new research area of Bi2Se3 based nano-antenna for dynamic optical routing and switching in photonic circuits.  

1 Introduction 

On-chip optical antennas array represents an enabling 

technology that makes fast, straightforward, and lightweight 

laser beam-steering with precise stabilization, random access 

pointing and programmable multiple simultaneous beams.
1-3

 

This would greatly impact optical communication, holographic 

video displays, and laser ranging and detection.
4-7

 Such optical 

antennas array can steer and shape light efficiently by 

controlling the phase of each antenna element.
8
 The phase 

control of the optical antennas array can be obtained by 

optimizing the geometry and location of the antenna elements, 

so called as passive antennas array.
9-13

 Yet in order to achieve 

the required phase, designers have to carefully consider the 

pattern, arrangement, coupling between resonators as well as 

nanofabrication tolerance of the passive nano-antennas array. 

This makes packaging challenging and increases the complexity 

of the device. To solve the problem, active control of the 

propagation direction of beam has been extensively 

investigated and became the very heart of the beam- steering 

technology.
14

 For example, on-chip optical phased arrays 

(OPAs) based on gratings have been proposed to actively steer 

the beam using frequency tuning.
15-16

 Although these grating 

based OPAs have a good steering performance, the tunable 

frequency limits their applications in the field of free-space 

communication link and sensing.
7
 Recently, OPAs integrated 

with various active elements, i.e. liquid crystals (LCs)
17

, active 

silicon
14

, thermally reconfigurable semiconductors
18

 and phase 

changed materials (PCMs) 
8
, have been approached to provide 

an active beam-steering with low cost and simple mechanical 

systems. The key element of this technology is to modify the 

phase of OPAs by tuning the refractive index of the electro-

optical material, and thus controlling direction and divergence 

of light at a fixed frequency. Despite the substantial progress 

in active OPAs, it is still a formidable challenge to continuously 

steer the beam over a wide angular range in the near-infrared 

(N-IR) region. For example, the beam-steering devices using 

OPAs integrated with active semiconductors are normally 

designed to operate at the wavelength of 10 μm
14,18

. However, 

little research has been done on actively steering the direction 

of the incident light at the shorter wavelength region. That is 

because the semiconductors do not sustain high densities of 

injected free electrons outside the THz frequency range, 

especially from the visible to N-IR regions
19

. Therefore, 

implementation of beam-steering using OPAs in the N-IR 

region is desirable, considering their applications in the field of 

optical communication. Meanwhile, the continuous beam-

steering is often necessary for a rich variety of new and 

exciting areas i.e. automotive applications.
1,6

 Moreover, the 

integration of the electrodes for tuning active dielectric 

materials restricts the scaling of OPAs and may be difficult to 

be realized by the current nanofabrication techniques. 

Therefore, an appealing route that is particular for active 

nano-antennas array is to chemically tune the optical 

properties of the structure without using large bulky 

electrodes.
20-21

 

Topological insulator (TI), a new class of Dirac material, has 

attracted great interests in recent years.
22-25

 It is a potential 

candidate for high performance optical devices such as 

photodetectors, terahertz lasers, rewriteable optical data 

storage, photonic circuitry that is less dependent on isolators 
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and slow light that is insensitive to disorder.
26-27

 BixSb1−x, Bi2Se3, 

and Bi2Te3 compounds are shown to be TIs using angle-

resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES),
28-33

 where 

Bi2Se3 is particularly interesting since it has a relatively large 

bulk band gap and simple surface state consisting of a single 

Dirac cone-like structure.
30,34

 Recently, experiments have 

revealed that the optical dielectric constant of Bi2Se3 can be 

very different in the N-IR region as transiting its state between 

crystalline and amorphous.
35

 In this context, we envisage the 

possibility of continuously steering the light by using gradient 

phase-array-like metal/dielectric/metal(MDM) multilayer 

strips, where Bi2Se3 is selected as the dielectric interlayer. 

Here, an array of gradient Au/Bi2Se3/Au tri-layer strips is 

proposed to continuously control the propagation direction of 

incident light over a wide angle in the N-IR region. As two 

metal layers are placed closer than the surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs) attenuation length, the SPPs propagating 

along each of the two metal-dielectric interfaces of the MDM 

structures can couple to each other hence providing a very 

strong localization of light inside the internal dielectric layer.
36

 

By introducing Bi2Se3 into the MDM structure as a dielectric 

interlayer, the tunable resonant characteristics of the structure 

can be realized by switching between two states of Bi2Se3, 

where the phase transition can be obtained through the 

chemical reactions between the Bi2Se3 film and AgNO3 

solution.
35

 The variation in refractive index of the amorphous 

and crystalline state of Bi2Se3 will change the intrinsic effective 

dielectric properties of the MDM structure.
37

 Therefore, the 

MDM strips array integrated with Bi2Se3 can be used as 

actively controlled phase shifters for beam-steering device. 

Moreover, it is hypothesized that a continuous beam-steering 

can be obtained by immersing Bi2Se3 in AgNO3 solution for 

different periods of time. It is because that Bi2Se3 film is 

amorphous in nature while those immersed in the AgNO3 

solution are crystalline. By increasing immersion time (tim), the 

Bi2Se3 dielectric layer can be gradually crystallized hence 

continuously steering the reflected light over a 18° (from 72° 

to 90°) angular range and transmitted light over a 9° (from 264° 

to 273°) angular range around the resonance wavelength of 

1500 nm, respectively.   

Reversibly transiting the state of Bi2Se3 may sound 

challenging. To address this problem, we suggest that a future 

design, with improved cycleability, should include a possibility 

of the crystalline Ag2Se transforming into the amorphous 

Bi2Se3 through cation exchange reaction.
38

 The low 

crystallization activation energy of 1.32 eV of the Bi2Se3 may 

effect the stability of its amorphous phase.
 39

 However, new 

phase change materials, that may switch between two 

crystalline states without melting, such as interfacial phase 

change materials (IPCMs), should be used.
40

 Although the 

tunable resonance of the plasmonic structure in one way limits 

its applications, it can be a potential candidate for a write-once 

device and thus still attracting much attention. For example, 

adjusting of the structural parameters to obtain the tunable 

metamaterials (MMs) has been widely studied.
41-44 

Particularly, 

Garcίa-Meca et al. demonstrated that one can tune the 

permeability of the multilayer fishnet MMs by changing the 

lattice constant of the structure.
41

 The effective optical 

parameters of these MMs can only be tuned in one way since 

it is hard to change the geometry size of resonators in the 

metamaterials once they are fabricated. 

Meanwhile, capillary action in the MDM strips array leads to 

an efficient reaction between the Bi2Se3 film and AgNO3 

solution.
45

 Compared to the electrical controlled active beam-

steering devices, our approach to demonstrate a chemically 

controlled optical beam-steering device can remove large 

bulky electrodes and thus considerably reducing size, weight 

and power requirements. The structure possesses a simple 

geometry which can be fabricated using standard 

photolithography patterning. Finally, it should be noted that 

Bi2Se3 does not require any energy to maintain the structural 

state of the material. Thus, once the device has been switched 

it will retain the beam direction until it is switched again. This 

obviously makes the proposed beam-steering design 

interesting from a 'green technology' perspective. 

2 Results and Discussions 

Structure and design  

Fig. 1a shows an array of four gradient MDM multilayer 

resonators suspended in a vacuum. Each resonator consists of 

a sandwiched Bi2Se3 dielectric interlayer between a top and 

bottom Au film. Au is selected as the metal due to its stability 

and low ohmic loss. The thicknesses of the Au/Bi2Se3/Au 

trilayers are at 20/140/20 nm. The MDM multilayer strips are 

assumed infinite along the z direction and β is a cross-section 

plane of the structure (x-y plane). The geometry of the 

structure is optimized for the maximum sensitivity of the 

beam-steering angle to a change in the refractive index of the 

Bi2Se3 layer at � = 1500 nm. The center to center distance 

between each element is d = 600 nm. A finite-width MDM strip 

represents a plasmonic resonator, in which the counter 

propagating SPPs at the top and bottom metal-dielectric 

interfaces are efficiently reflected by the ends of the strip. It 

can form a resonant standing-wave pattern hence localizing 

the light within the dielectric interlayer when the counter-

propagating SPPs interfere constructively. The resonance 

condition is given by  

                               0 e f f
k n w m π ϕ= +

                               (1) 

where 
0

0

2
k

π

λ
=  is the wave vector of the incident light, neff is 

the effective refractive index of the MDM strip, w is the width 

of the strip, m is an integer, and φ is a reflection phase at the 

end of the strip.
14,37,46

 For amorphous Bi2Se3, neff is 3.42 at � = 

1500 nm derived from the explicit dispersion relation in Ref. 

[37].The w is then calculated to be 190 nm using Eq. (1), where 

m = 1 for a first-order resonance. By adding a 20 nm width 

step on the resonance value of 190 nm, one can obtain four 

gradient MDM strips with different widths of w1 = 190, w2 = 

210, w3 = 230 and w4 = 250 nm. These variously wide MDM 

resonators can come up with different phase shifts. The 

structure is simulated by a commercial software (Lumerical 

FDTD Solutions), which is based on the Finite Difference Time 

Domain (FDTD) method. The dielectric properties of Au as 
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given by Johnson & Christy are used.
47 

The structure is excited 

by a plane wave source at a central wavelength of 1500 nm, 

propagating along the positive y direction with the electric-

field vector (E) polarized in the x direction. Perfectly match 

layer (PML) absorbing boundaries are applied for all directions. 

A uniform FDTD mesh size is adopted, the mesh size is the 

same along all Cartesian axes: Δx = Δy = 2 nm, which is 

sufficient to minimize the numerical errors arising from the 

FDTD method. A near-to-far field transformation within 

Lumerical FDTD has then been used to calculate the far field 

radiation pattern of the structure.
48-49 

 

 
Fig. 1 a) Schematic of an array of four MDM strip resonators consisting 

of a 140 nm thick Bi2Se3 dielectric layer between two 20 nm thick Au 

films suspended in a vacuum; b) cross-section of array of MDM strips 

with different widths for active beam-steering, where w1 = 190, w2 = 

210, w3 = 230, w4 = 250 and d = 600 nm. 

 

The Bi2Se3 is a promising candidate to realize modulation 

functionality since its optical properties dramatically change in 

the N-IR regime for different tim of the Bi2Se3 in the AgNO3 

solution. Due to an ion exchange process in the AgNO3 solution, 

the substitution of Bi by Ag occurs according to the following 

chemical reactions: 

                Bi = Bi
3+

 + 3e
-
, Ag

+
 + e

-
 = Ag                                             (2) 

              2Bi + 3Se
2-

 + 6Ag = 3Ag2Se + 2Bi
3+

                                    (3) 

At the beginning of doping, Ag enters into the interstitial sites 

in the crystal lattice of the Bi2Se3. However, with further 

increase of Ag addition such that increase the tim, the 

interstitial site occupation increases attaining saturation, thus 

the extra Ag atoms occupy the place of Bi sites in the Bi2Se3 

lattice. This leads to a decrease of the optical energy band gap 

(Eg) of the Bi2Se3 lattice. Namely, increasing the tim leads to the 

decrease of the Eg and increase of the refractive index of 

Bi2Se3
35

. This phenomenon satisfies the definition of the 

crystallization of the semiconductor chalcogenide: the 

crystallization of chalcogenide films is accompanied by a 

decrease in the Eg. 
50-52

 The Bi2Se3 dielectric interlayer can be 

gradually crystallized by increasing tim. A sufficient tim can lead 

to a complete phase transition between the amorphous and 

crystalline states. Therefore, the refractive index of Bi2Se3 can 

be continuously changed as gradually increasing tim. Fig. 2 

shows the refractive index of amorphous Bi2Se3 film (not 

immersed into the AgNO3, tim= 0s )  as well as those immersed 

in the AgNO3 solution for different periods of immersion time 

(tim =  20, 40 and 60 s), followed by annealing in an Ar 

atmosphere at 437 K for 1 h, are obtained from the published 

double-beam spectrophotometer spectroscopy data in [35]. 

Herein, annealing the Bi2Se3 film at a temperature of 473 K for 

1 h is in aid of diffusing Ag into the Bi2Se3 layer, in order to 

effectively crystallize the Bi2Se3 film.  As can be seen, in the N-

IR regime Bi2Se3 shows a pronounced variation in the 

refractive index during the structural transformation from 

amorphous (tim = 0s) to crystalline (tim = 20, 40 and 60 s). With 

these unique properties, Bi2Se3 is of great interest for actively 

tunable plasmonics and nanophotonics. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Variation of refractive index vs. wavelength, for the amorphous 

Bi2Se3 film immersed in AgNO3 solution for different periods of time 0, 

20, 40 and 60 s. 

 

Beam-steering using phase-array-like Au/Bi2Se3/Au 

multilayer strips 

We firstly study the radiation characteristic of four equally 

wide MDM resonators with amorphous Bi2Se3 shown in Fig. 3a. 

The width of MDM strip is set to w1 = 190 nm so as to satisfy 

the interference condition at � = 1500 nm given in Eq. (1) for 

the first-order resonance (m = 1). Fig. 3b presents the radiation 

pattern of the MDM strips array under normal incidence. Half-

power beam widths (HPBWs) of the front lobe and back lobe 

are 30° and 34° respectively, where the front and back lobes 

are symmetrical to the y axis owing to the symmetry in the 

structure around the y axis. The total magnetic field intensity 

distribution 
22 2

x y zH H H H= + +  and total electric field 

intensity distribution 
22 2

+ +x y zE E E E= along theβplane at � 

= 1500 nm are shown in Fig. 3c and 3d. There is a very strong 

confinement for both E and H field intensity within the 

dielectric interlayer and the apertures between the MDM 

strips, indicating the excitation of the strong SPPs.  

 

 

Fig. 3 a) Four MDM strips with the equal width of 190 nm, where the 

dielectric layer is amorphous Bi2Se3; b) radiation pattern of the 
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structure at � = 1500 nm; c) map of the normalized total magnetic 

field intensity distribution along the planeβat � = 1500 nm; d) map of 

the normalized total electric field intensity distribution along the plane 

β at � = 1500 nm.  

 

In conventional OPAs, beam is steered by modulating phase 

shifts between consecutive elements of the array. However, in 

the array of gradient MDM multilayer strips, the phase shift 

introduced by each resonator is controlled by changing the 

refractive index of the dielectric interlayer. The MDM 

multilayer strips with gradually increasing widths are chosen in 

order to introduce a different phase shift.  Here, we set the 

width of each MDM multilayer strip as w1 = 190, w2 = 210, w3 = 

230 and w4 = 250 nm, respectively. In Fig. 4a, the gradient 

structures with various refractive index of Bi2Se3 (shown in Fig. 

2) are simulated to investigate the effect of the phase change 

of Bi2Se3 on the beam-steering angles. Compared to the 

amorphous non-gradient MDM multilayer strips in Fig. 3, the 

reflected beam (back lobe) and transmitted beam (front lobe) 

of the amorphous gradient structure (shown in black solid line 

in Fig. 4a,tim= 0s) are deflected by 18° and 6° at � = 1500 nm, 

respectively. These deflection angles are due to the different 

phase shift introduced by increasing the width of the element. 

The HPBWs are 29° and 34° for the front and back lobes, 

respectively. Active beam-steering can be achieved by 

switching the phase of Bi2Se3 dielectric interlayer from 

amorphous to crystalline in the gradient structure. It shows 

that a continuously angular steering of 9° from 264° to 273° for 

the transmitted beam (front lobe), as well as 18° from 72° to 

90° for the reflected beam (back lobe) at � = 1500 nm are 

obtained by increasing the tim. Particularly, a significant 

angular steering of 18° for the back lobe has a potential of 

controlling the wavefront of the reflected beam for the 

possible applications of free-space optical inter/intra chip 

interconnects. 

Moreover, the HPBW only has an increment of 2° for the 

front lobe and decrement of 1° for the back lobe with the 

phase transition between amorphous and crystalline. 

Therefore, the HPBWs are almost independent with the 

refractive index variation in the Bi2Se3. Fig. 4b shows the 

beam-steering angles (∆θmax) of both reflected and 

transmitted light against the central wavelength of the 

incident light as completely transiting the Bi2Se3 from the 

amorphous (tim = 0 s) to crystalline(tim = 60 s). As can be seen, 

a big value of beam-steering angle of more than 9° (4.5°) for 

the reflected wave (transmitted wave) can be maintained 

across a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 160 nm (140 nm) 

in the 1350 nm–1700 nm wavelength.  

 

 

Fig. 4 3D FDTD simulation of (a) front lobes and back lobes of the 

phased-array-like MDM structure with w1 = 190 nm, w2 = 210 nm, w3 = 

230 nm and w4 = 250 nm at normal incidence for different tim of 0, 20, 

40 and 60 s; b) the steering angles ∆θmax of both reflected and 

transmitted light against the central wavelength of the incident light as 

completely transiting the Bi2Se3 from the amorphous (tim = 0 s) to 

crystalline (tim = 60 s). 

 

The mechanism of the continuously active beam-steering is 

based on the variation in the localization of the incident wave 

between the MDM multilayer strips.
14

 Therefore, in order to 

observe this underlying mechanism, it is instructive to examine 

the patterns of the H field intensity distribution for the 

different phases of Bi2Se3 along the cross sectional plane, β, 

which is shown in Fig. 1a. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the SPPs 

resonance indicated by H field intensity at � = 1500nm 

gradually increases as decreasing tim since the the refractive 

index of Bi2Se3 is decreased with tim shown in Fig. 2. The H field 

intensity moves towards wider strips (larger w) to satisfy Eq. (1) 

when tim is decreased (namely, the refractive index of Bi2Se3 is 

decreased), hence leading to the continuously active beam-

steering; the largest deflection angle of 18° in the amorphous 

gradient structure (tim = 0 s) is due to the fact that SPPs 

resonance shifts towards wider resonators where the Bi2Se3 

exhibits the smallest refractive index at � = 1500nm. Here, the 

H field intensities are normalized to the maximum intensities 

of the H field in the amorphous non-gradient structure shown 

in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 5 A map of the normalized total magnetic field intensity 

distribution (H) along theβplane at � = 1500nm: a) tim = 60 s; b) tim = 

40 s; c) tim = 20 s; d) tim = 0 s. 

 

Discussion 

Here, we propose a concept of chemically controlled beam-

steering using an array of gradient MDM multilayer strips 

based on Bi2Se3. The strips with increasing width are chosen to 

introduce the different phase shift. The transmitted and 

reflected lights at � = 1500 nm can be continuously steered 

from 264° to 273° and 72° to 90° by switching between the 

amorphous and crystalline state of Bi2Se3, where the phase 

transition is achieved by immersing Bi2Se3 film in AgNO3 

solution for different periods of time. Moreover, the steering 

angle is stable for spectral changes with a FWHM of 140 nm 

for the transmitted beam and 160 nm for the reflected beam 

around � = 1500 nm. It is expected that chemically controlled 

tunable plasmonic antenna array based on Bi2Se3 will promise 
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an enormous variety of breakthroughs in technological 

outcomes and lead to new nanophotonics applications. 
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